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ABSTRACT: The aim of this article is to examine the limits of
applicability of the Simha-Somcynsky (S-S) equation of state
(EOS) by comparing the pressure-volume-temperature (PVT)
data and the derivatives (compressibility, j, and thermal
expansion coefficient, a) of anionic linear polystyrene (PS) with
poly(benzyl ether) dendrimers (PBED). Fitting the PVT of PBED
data to the S-S EOS was similarly satisfactory as that of PS
and the computed Lennard-Jones (L-J) interaction parameters
showed similar errors of ca. 1%. Next, the experimental deriva-
tives, a and j of PS and PBED were compared with these func-
tions computed from the S-S EOS—good agreement was
obtained for a at ambient pressure, P, indicating validity of the
S-S theory at least up to the first derivative. While the pre-
dicted j ¼ j(P) dependence for PS and a linear PBED homo-
logue was correct, for dendrimers the compressibility was
higher at low pressure and it was lower at high P than theory
predicts. Also the extracted values of the L-J repulsion volume,
v*, between a segment pair was smaller than expected. The
specific architecture of dendrimer molecules is responsible for
this behavior, since their 3D configuration is significantly differ-
ent from the S-S model with uniform segmental density
and oxygen bonds in the main and side chains add flexibility.
VC 2009 NRC Canada. J Polym Sci Part B: Polym Phys 48: 322–
332, 2010
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INTRODUCTION The physical properties of macromolecules
with different architecture are of considerable interest.
Besides the linear polymers, those with 2D and 3D have
been prepared. Their properties in bulk or in solution, and
the differences between these and linear ones are of concern.
Our aim in this article is analysis of the thermodynamics of
poly(benzyl ether), PBE, and its dendrimers, PBED, and com-
parison with polystyrenes (PS).1,2 Hay et al. studied several
generations of PBE in the molten state, in particular the
pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) relationships as well as
the derivative properties, compressibility, j (reciprocal of the
bulk modulus B) and the thermal expansion coefficient, a:
j   @ ln V=@Pð ÞT¼ j T; Pð Þ ¼ 1=B
a  @ ln V=@Tð ÞP¼ a T;Pð Þ
(1)
Dendrimers are the most highly branched 3D, nonentangled
macromolecules with the degree of polymerization (DP)
increasing with the generation number, i, and the residual
functionality, f. Because of the nonmonotonic change of seg-
mental density with i, the physical properties (e.g., intrinsic
viscosity, compressibility, free volume) are nonmonotonic,
having local maxima at i  4–5. Their DP and shape change
with f and i starting from a central core unit:
DP¼ 1þ
Pn
i¼1 f
i. PBED (see Fig. 1) has been prepared by the
convergent growth method, starting with 3,5-di hydroxy ben-
zyl alcohol, thus the residual functionality, f ¼ 2. Upon addi-
tion of generations in a homologous series, the molecular
architecture changes from initially extended to a globular,
what results in nonlinear variation of physical and chemical
properties, e.g., a plot of intrinsic viscosity versus generation
number, i, shows a maximum at about G4-G5.
3 The major dif-
ference between the linear and dendritic polymers is that
while the former entangles, the latter does not. Since den-
drimers are nearly monodispersed, for the comparison ani-
onic PS’s with low polydispersity should be used.4–6
The Simha-Somcynsky (S-S) equation of state (EOS) and
related properties of linear polymer melts, their solutions,
blends, foams, and nanocomposites have been discussed in
terms of a lattice-hole theory.7–10 The theory has been quan-
titatively successful for the numerous molten polymers and
their mixtures to which it has been applied.11–17 The S-S lat-
tice model assumes the presence of empty cells, or a hole
fraction, h ¼ h(V, T). The quantity h is a particular measure
of the free volume content and for the equilibrium melts it
is obtained by minimization of the Helmholtz free energy.
An extension of this approach to dendrimers may be prob-
lematic considering the nonlinear segmental density in a
homologous series.
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We propose here a modest aim—an analysis of the PVT
behavior of PBED and PS series, trying to answer three
questions:
1. To what extent can an ‘‘equivalent’’ linear system with the
identical configurational thermodynamic properties as the
dendrimer be conceived?
2. Can the characteristic segmental interaction parameters
be extracted from the experimental PVT data by the
means of the lattice-hole theory?
3. How the free volume and derivative properties change
with the increasing generations?
THE SIMHA-SOMCYNSKY (S-S) THEORY
The S-S statistical thermodynamics theory leads to Helmholtz
configurational free energy in reduced variables,
~F ¼ ~F ~V ; ~T; hð~V ; ~TÞ
 
, for small molecule liquids (e.g., ben-
zene) or linear macromolecules—the magnitude of the exter-
nal coordination number, 3c, and the number of statistical
segments per molecule, s, differentiate these two classes of
liquids. The equation of state, EOS, is complex in form of
coupled equations that need to be solved simultaneously.
The first equation follows from the definition of equilibrium
pressure, ~P ¼ ð@~F =@~VÞ~T , and the second from the minimi-
zation condition, ð@~F=@hÞ~T;~V ¼ 0:
8,9
~P~V=~T ¼ 1 gð Þ1þ2yQ2 1:011Q2  1:2045
 
=~T (2)
3c g
1
3
 
= 1 gð Þ  yQ2 3:033Q2  2:409
 
=6~T
 
þ 1 sð Þ 
s‘n 1 yð Þ
y
¼ 0 ð3Þ
with the following definitions: y ¼ 1  h is the fraction of
occupied lattice sites; Q ¼ 1=ðy~VÞ, g ¼ 21/6 yQ1/3; s is the
number of statistical segments per chain of the number-aver-
aged molecular mass Mn ¼ sMs, where the latter is the seg-
mental mass; v* is the Lennard-Jones (L-J) repulsion volume
between a segment pairs; e* is the L-J attraction energy
between a segment pair; qz ¼ s(z  2) þ2 ¼ 10s þ 2 
10s. For high molecular weight linear polymers eqs 2 and 3
may be simplified assuming that 3c/s ¼ 1 þ 3/s ! 1. The
three characteristic scaling (material) parameters are defined
as:
V ¼ v=Ms;
P ¼ zqe=sv;
T ¼ zqe=Rc
9=
;) PVMs=T ﬃ R=3 (4)
with R ¼ 8.314472 (J/K mol) being the gas constant. Pres-
ently, these parameters are known for more than 60 poly-
mers and they lead to an effective principle of corresponding
states for molten polymers and their mixtures with gas,
liquid or solid.
FIGURE 1 The fourth generation, G4, of a poly(benzyl ether)
dendrimer (PBED) with an AOH core and mers with residual
functionality f ¼ 2.
FIGURE 2 The reduced isobaric functions, InV and a versus the
reduced temperature, ~T ¼ T=T , in the full potential range T/
100 ¼ 1.6–7.1. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
FIGURE 3 The reduced isothermal functions, InV and j, versus
the reduced pressure, ~P ¼ P=P, in the full potential range of P
¼ 105–0.32. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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For molten polymers, the full range of reduced in-
dependent variables is P=P  ~P ¼ 1050:32 and
~T=100 ¼ 1:67:1.12 Within this space, the reduced volume
and the eq 1 derivatives, computed from eqs 2 and 3, are
displayed in Figures 2 and 3 as ln ~V and ~a versus ~T , and ln ~V
and ~j versus ~P, respectively. The plots were generated by
computing 300 values of ln ~V at constant ~P or ~T, and then
differentiating them by the Stineman normalization and dif-
ferentiation method. The results illustrate that: (1) While
ln ~V versus a reduced variable can be approximated by a sec-
ond order polynomial with the correlation coefficient r ¼
0.99999, to fit with a similar precision the derivatives, a or
j, requires not the expected first order, but at least the 7th
order polynomial. (2) The usefulness of a simple approxi-
mate expression is limited to a narrow range of independent
variables.
During the 40 years that elapsed since publication of the S-S
theory, the EOS was found to provide invariably precise fit to
experimental PVT data for liquids, solutions, blends, foams,
composites and nanocomposites. Since the theory is in
reduced variables this agreements point out that all the
tested systems studied so far follow the same V ¼ V(T, P)
dependence, scaled by the L-J interaction parameters—the
equilibrium liquids do follow the principle of corresponding
states.
In spite of the precision and wide applicability of the S-S
theory, it did not find as wide acceptance as it deserves. The
reason rests in the algebraic complexity of the coupled eqs 2
and 3. As a partial solution several simplifying expressions
of the S-S EOS have been suggested—some of these will be
discussed in the following parts.12,18–20
SIMPLIFIED EXPRESSIONS
Simple expressions for V and/or its T or P derivatives are
frequently of interest. As an early result in this direction,
two expressions, valid in the limit of ambient-pressure, were
proposed18:
ln ~V ¼ ao þ a1~T
3=2
~a  @ ln ~V=@~T
 
P
¼ 3a1=2ð Þ~T
1=2 ¼ 35:7810~T1=2
(5)
where for 3c/s ¼ 1: ao ¼ 0.10335 and a1 ¼ 23.8345. Sub-
sequently, formal expressions for isobaric a and isothermal j
were derived.19 For P ! 0 the thermal expansion coefficient
(with deviation from the exact solution by less than 1%) has
the form:
~a  aT ¼ 0:629þ 32:52~T1=2; 2:3  102~T  5:2 (6)
The expression for j has not been evaluated except for some
comparisons with various forms of the Tait empirical equa-
tion:
~j  jP ¼ CT ~V 0; ~T
 	
~V ~P; ~T
  	
~P þ ~BT
 
;
~BT  ~VoCT @~P
	
@~V
 
T
~P
(7)
where CT  0.0894 is the Tait ‘‘universal’’ constant.
20
More recently, the S-S EOS was analyzed for molten poly-
mers (also assuming 3c/s ¼ 1) within full range of inde-
pendent variables: ~P ¼ 105  0:32 and ~T=100 ¼ 1:6 7:1
The data were fitted to several six-parameter analytical
expressions out of which the following form was the best:12
ln ~V ¼ ao þ a1~T
3=2 þ ~P a2 þ a3 þ a4~P þ a5~P
2
 
~T2
 
[ for ~P ! 0 : ln ~V ¼
X3
i¼0
ai ~T
3=2

 i (8)
Table 1 of ref. 12 provides the ai coefficients and the error
statistics. The ambient pressure thermal expansion coeffi-
cient from eq 8 is:
TABLE 1 Statistics of SAS EOS fit to PVT Data for Zoller’s PS Samples, Assuming 3c/s 5 1
Parameter PS-09 PS-9 PS-34 PS-110
Mw (kDa) 0.91 9.54 34.5 110
Mw/Mn () 1.16 1.06 1.06 1.06
V (mL/g) at ambient 0.9747 0.9658 0.9628 0.9569
Tg (K) 288 362 371 374
Standard deviation, r 0.001027 0.000565 0.000560 0.000975
R-squared, r2 0.9999990 0.9999997 0.9999997 0.999999
Coefficient of determination, COD 0.999335 0.999640 0.999625 0.998997
P* (bar) 8272 6 48 7949 6 31 8277 6 34 8044 6 45
T* (K) 11062 6 24 11707 6 24 12029 6 28 12256 6 37
104  V* (mL/g) 9796 6 5 9690 6 5 9579 6 5 9581 6 7
Ms (g/mol) 37.83 6 0.32 42.11 6 0.29 42.05 6 0.29 44.07 6 0.41
e* (kJ/mol) 30.66 6 0.07 32.45 6 0.07 33.34 6 0.08 33.99 6 0.10
v* (mL/mol) 37.06 6 0.33 40.81 6 0.30 40.286 0.30 42.22 6 0.43
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~a ¼ 38:9377~T1=2 

1

18:1368~T3=2 þ 880:079~T3

(9)
For ~T ! 0 eq 9 reduces to the form of eq 5 with slightly
larger coefficient. Figure 4 compares the exact ~a-values at
ambient pressure, ~P ¼ 105, computed from eqs 2 and 3,
with those from the simplified expressions in eqs 5, 6, and
9. Apparently, eqs 5 and 6 offer reasonable approximations
(error < 3%) within the range: 0:03  ~T  0:06, but eq 9 is
the best, following the theory with an error of <1% at
~T > 0:023.
Jain and Simha derived the compressibility expression as a
function of the variables of state in terms of the Tait empiri-
cal expression.19 However, the main question is if the S-S
EOS correctly predicts j for linear and dendritic macromole-
cules. This is easier answered computing directly the isobaric
compressibility coefficient, ~jT ¼ ~jð~PÞ; of interest is mainly
the low-pressure region, ~P ¼ 105  0:1. Accordingly, the de-
rivative was computed within this region from the S-S EOS
at 11 levels of ~T and 100 levels of ~P. The 1100 low-pressure
data points were fitted to the second order polynomial:
~jT ¼ A0 þ A1~P þ A2~P
2; r  0:999 (10)
As evident from Figure 5, the temperature dependence of
the Ai parameters is nearly exponential:
Ai ¼ ci1  exp ci2  ~T
 
; ri; i ¼ 0 2
c01 ¼ 0:110; c11 ¼ 0:189; c21 ¼ 0:333
c02 ¼ 43:17; c12 ¼ 70:62; c22 ¼ 85:33
r0 ¼ 0:9989; r1 ¼ 0:9992; r2 ¼ 0:9996
(11)
The parameters Ai in eq 11 are exact and might be used to
assess validity of an approximate expression computed from
eq 8 (values of ai taken from
12):
 ~j ¼ a2 þ a3~T
2 þ 2a4~T
2~P þ 3a5~T
2~P2; thus :
A0 ¼ 0:132þ 333:7~T
2; A1 ¼ 2065~T
2; A2 ¼ 3990~T
2
(12)
Figure 5 shows that agreement for Ai computed from EOS
and calculated from eq 12 is reasonable only for A0 and A1
(10% error for 0:02  ~T  0:05) while for A2 it is acceptable
at ~T  0:03. It is noteworthy that while a is the first deriva-
tive of V, A1 is the second and A2 is the third one, thus for
these larger errors are expected.
Instead of the compressibility coefficient, Hay et al.1 consid-
ered the pressure dependence of the compression modulus
B ¼ mð@P=@mÞT ¼ 1=j in the expanded form:
B ¼ ~BP ¼ Bo þ B1P þ B2P
2 (13)
From eqs 10 and 13 the between B and j coefficients are:
~B ¼ 1=~j ¼ 1=Aoð Þ 1 A1~P=Ao  A2~P
2=Ao
 
thus :
~B ¼ B=P ¼ Bo þ B1P þ B1P
2
 
=P
Bo ¼ P
=Ao; B1 ¼ A1=A
2
o; B2 ¼ A2=A
2
oP

(14)
In the latter part we shall compare the experimental Bi-val-
ues1 with those predicted by S-S EOS, as well as calculated
through Ai given by eq 12.
FIGURE 4 Comparison of the ~a ¼ aT  versus ~T ¼ T=T depend-
ence predicted by eqs 2 and 3 with three approximate expres-
sions. Size of the symbols corresponds to the computational
error of about 60.3%. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
FIGURE 5 Temperature dependence of ~j versus ~P coefficients
in eqs 10–12 versus ~T ¼ T=T. Solid lines are computed from
S-S EOS, while points are from eq 12. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.inter-
science. wiley.com.]
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FITTING THE S-S EOS TO PS AND PBED
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
We begin with the evaluation of the scaling parameters of
Zoller and Walsh4 data for the narrow molecular mass distri-
bution, anionic PS samples discussed by Hay et al.1 These
polymers have already been fitted to the S-S EOS using sev-
eral assumptions affecting numerical values of the scaling
parameters.5,6 However, for the present purpose the PVT
data of PS will be fitted to S-S EOS assuming 3c/s ¼ 1. This
assumption is reasonable for PS-110 where the weight-aver-
age molecular weight is Mw ¼ 110 kDa, thus 3c/s ¼ 1 þ 3/s
 1.001, but questionable for PS-09 with Mw ¼ 0.91 kDa,
thus 3c/s ¼ 1.125. As described before,12–17 the PVT data
were computer-fitted to eqs 2 and 3 using the MicroMath
least squares optimization protocol. The initial values of the
three scaling parameters were computed from eq 8. Table 1
lists the characteristics of the PS samples, the three statisti-
cal fitting parameters (r, r2 and COD), and the three scaling
parameters (P*, T*, and V*). Also shown is Ms (consistent
with 3c/s ¼ 1) and the L-J interaction parameters from eq 4,
e* and v*. It is noteworthy that these results were obtained
by a simultaneous, nonlinear, iterative fitting of the PVT data
to eqs 2 and 3.
The small decrease of V* with increasing molar mass mirrors
the corresponding trend in specific volume seen in the third
row of Table 1. It is reversed for the segmental molar mass,
Ms, as more flexible, longer chains better pack into lattice.
Overall, the effective segmental molar mass amounts to
about 40% of the repeating unit [M(styrene) ¼ 104.15 g/
mol]. From eq 4 the molar activation energy, e*, is propor-
tional to T*, thus increasing with increasing molar mass, par-
allel to v* ¼ V* Ms.
C. Hawker (IBM Research Division) synthesized the four den-
drimers and their linear analogue, G. Hay (University of
Queensland) studied their PVT behavior and M. E. Mackay
sent us tabulated data.1,2 These were fitted to S-S EOS using
the same nonlinear optimization program as that used for
PS. Table 2 lists the corresponding information. The experi-
mental volume at ambient pressure exhibits a minimum for
G5 and that of the linear analogue, G5-linear, is slightly larger.
1
These features are reproduced in the calculations of the
equivalent system. The specific repulsion volume, v*,
assumes a minimum at G4, while the ambient pressure spe-
cific volume, Vo, shows minimum for G5. The same obtains in
respect to T*, thus e*. Behavior of P* is more complex, influ-
enced by both e* and v*. In the G-series, there is a dual influ-
ence of the molecular architecture and the molar mass. For
example, for the odd-numbered generations P* is nearly con-
stant, P* ¼ 1.2075 6 0.0011, smaller than that obtained for
the even-number ones P* ¼ 1.2897 6 0.0121 GPa. As dis-
cussed later, there are also other effects of the molecular
architecture.
Summing up, the data in Tables 1 and 2 indicates that the S-
S EOS fits the experimental data for PS and PBED with simi-
lar precision, viz. the standard deviation, the correlation coef-
ficient squared and the coefficient of determination are all
comparable. It seems that modeling dendromeric V ¼ V(T, P)
function as that of a mean-averaged linear macromolecular
chain with 3c/s ¼ 1 is acceptable. It is noteworthy that the
worst fit of the five PBE is that of linear G5-linear. Thus, the S-
S EOS can be used for describing the dendrimers’ PVT sur-
face. However, are the values of the extracted interaction
parameters and derivative properties acceptable?
INTERACTION PARAMETERS AND FREE VOLUME OF PS
AND PBED
Computed values of the L-J binary interaction parameters, e*
and v*, represent the intersegmental interactions, which for
linear polymers increase with molecular weight, viz. e*, v* ¼
a0 þ a1 log (Mw).
5 Formally, for a given family of polymers
with different Mw with P* ! CED being relatively constant,
the L-J parameters are interrelated, viz.: e ’ mP=10.13
However, empirically a linear dependence between the two
L-J parameters is usually is found.5,14,21 Simha22 derived the
following dependence:
TABLE 2 Statistics of SAS EOS Fit to PVT Data for PBED Macromolecules
Parameters G3 G4 G5 G6 G5-linear
Mw  Mn (kDa) 1.592 3.288 6.687 13.464 6.687
V (mL/g); 140 oC, P ¼ ambient 0.8707 0.8516 0.8412 0.8691 0.8537
Tg (K) 307 314 317 318 321
Standard deviation, r 0.0002928 0.0002442 0.0002392 0.0003423 0.0004043
Correlation coefficient sq., r2 0.9999999 0.9999999 0.9999999 0.9999998 0.9999998
Coefficient of determination 0.9996759 0.9996267 0.9995466 0.9994128 0.9986771
P* (bar) 12087 6 22 13014 6 64 12085 6 56 12779 6 28 12053 6 180
T* (K) 11303 6 10 10726 6 25 11567 6 27 11971 6 14 12736 6 132
104  V* (mL/g) 8387 6 2 8189 6 5 8217 6 4 8469 6 2 8410 6 15
Ms (g/mol) 30.90 6 0.09 27.89 6 0.22 32.28 6 0.24 30.65 6 0.24 34.82 6 0.94
e* (Kj/mol) 31.33 6 0.03 29.73 6 0.07 32.06 6 0.07 33.18 6 0.04 35.30 6 0.36
v* (mL/mol) 25.92 6 0.08 24.35 6 0.21 26.52 6 0.21 25.96 6 0.22 29.28 6 0.85
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T ¼ 104 ln Msv
=Að Þx) ln v ’ 2þ e=2 (15)
Figure 6 displays the v* versus e* relationships for PS, PBED
and that predicted by eq 15. Excepting data for G5-linear a simi-
lar scatter of data points is apparent for both series of poly-
mers. Surprisingly, while for PS the sequence of data points
depends on log (Mw), for PBED it does not—the smallest val-
ues of v* and e* are observed for G4 and the largest for G5-linear.
In other words, plotting v* or e* versus Mw for the dendrimer
series would show a local minimum for G4, maximum for G5-
linear with small changes of value for G5 and G6.
Characteristically, for the same range of e* ¼ 29–36 the repulsion
volume, v*, for PBED is smaller than that of PS by about 35%. Con-
sidering that the PBE data for dendrimers and linear molecules
follow a similar dependence, the difference seems related mainly
to chemical character of the two polymers that results in different
backbone rigidity. In PS the CAC backbone is stiffened by the ben-
zene ring attached to every second carbon atom, whereas in PBED
series the ether linkages provides greater flexibility.23 These differ-
ences translate into larger values of P* for PBED than that for PS
and thus larger CED. Significantly, judging by v*-values of G5 and
G5-linear, the effect of the macromolecular architecture is relatively
small. We also note low statistical certainty of the scaling parame-
ters for G5-linear, but even these cannot hide the large differences of
the repulsion volume, v*, between PS and PBED.
Next, we examine the relations between the hole fraction, h,
and Mw at T ¼ 400 K and at two pressures of P ¼ 20 and 140
MPa (see Fig. 7). For linear PS h increases with log (Mw), but
for PBED the free volume reaches maximum at G4, where the
L-J interaction parameters are at minimum. Note that at the
limit ~P ! 0 an approximate solution of eq 3 gives:22
h ’ 1 0:957=~V (16)
The ranking of h by this relation follows the PS-dependence
in Figure 7. The ‘‘equivalent’’ model reproduced the property
extrema observed near G4 or G5. The free volume content, h,
in G5-linear is smaller than that in G5. At P ¼ 140 MPa h-value
‘‘coincidently’’ falls on the PS dependence. However, since in
Tables 1 and 2 the magnitude of P* is significantly different
for PS than for G5-linear the ‘‘coincidence’’ will not be
observed at other pressures.
DERIVATIVES OF PS AND PBED: a AND j
In this Part, we examine capability of the S-S EOS of predict-
ing the magnitudes of the two principal derivatives, a and j.
The discussion is in two parts, the first focusing on the
direct comparison of S-S EOS theoretical results with the ex-
perimental data and the second on the usefulness of simpli-
fied relations for the same purpose.
As Tables 1 and 2 shows, S-S EOS well describes the PVT
data. To find out whether the agreement extends to deriva-
tives one needs to compare results of differentiation of
computed and experimental functions of lnV ¼ f(T) or f(P).
Table 3 lists results of these calculations for the thermal
expansion coefficient of G3 and G6. The T-independent values
of a have well-acceptable mean-average difference, MADðf Þ 
100
PN
i¼1
ABS ðfexp;i=fcalc;i  1Þ=N, between the experimental and
computed from the S-S EOS a-values, viz.: MADG3(a) ¼ 0.35%
and MADG6(a) ¼ 0.61%.
Next the compressibility coefficient of G6 was calculated as
j(G6) ¼ j(P). For the specific volume, the mean difference
between the experimental and computed values is
MADG6(lnV) ¼ 0.13%, while that of the compressibility coef-
ficient is MADG6(j) ¼ 1.7%—in face value both quite accept-
able. However, as shown in Figure 8, j(G6) deviated system-
atically; at low P, the experimental values are larger than S-S
EOS predictions, while at high P they are lower. To test
whether the error originates in inadequacy of the theory or
dendrimers’ molecular architecture, the computation was
repeated for PS-110. In this case, the mean difference
between the experimental and computed values of lnV was
MADPS110(lnV) ¼ 0.08%, and that of j is MADPS110(j) ¼
1.2%. Furthermore, for PS-110 (see Fig. 9) the error is ran-
dom, although at the highest T it seems to increase with P.
Similar computations were also performed for the remaining
members of the PBED family. The analysis might be summar-
ized as:
1. For linear polymers and low generation number den-
drimers (such as G3) the S-S EOS provides excellent
description of the primary function, V ¼ V(P, T) and a
good one for the first derivatives, e.g., ao and jo ¼ j(P ¼
0). It is the second derivative, e.g., ð@j=@PÞT ¼
ð@2 lnV=@P2ÞT that leads to a random error about one
order of magnitude larger than that of V or a.
2. For dendrimers G4, G5, and G6 there is a systematic differ-
ence between the experimental and predicted compressi-
bility gradient, ð@j=@PÞT—at low P it is easier to com-
press dendrimers than the linear, entangled polymers,
FIGURE 6 Correlation of the L-J interaction parameters, v* ver-
sus e*, for PS and PBE. The solid line follows eq 15. [Color fig-
ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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FIGURE 8 Compressibility coefficient versus pressure
at five temperatures for G6. Points are experimental,
lines were computed from eqs 2 and 3.
FIGURE 9 Compressibility coefficient versus pres-
sure at five temperatures for PS-110. Solid points
are experimental, open points and lines were com-
puted from eqs 2 and 3.
FIGURE 7 Hole fraction for the equivalent chains of
PS and PBE versus molecular weight at T ¼ 400 K
and P ¼ 20 and 140 MPa.
FIGURE 10 Computed from eqs 2 and 3 reduced de-
pendence, j versus P, in full range of independent vari-
ables. The three broken lines are the 7th order
polynomials fitted to the data with r  0.99999.
FIGURE 11 Reduced compressibility versus reduced
pressure for PBE. Points computed from the S-S EOS
values for the G-series and G5-linear; solid line pre-
dicted values by S-S EOS.
FIGURE 12 Free volume parameter h versus P at T ¼
345 and 395 K for dendrimer G5, its linear analogue,
G5-linear and PS-34.
whereas at high P it is more difficult. This behavior indi-
cates that the full applicability of the S-S EOS to this type
of macromolecules does not extend to the level of second
derivatives.
Next, we turn to derivatives calculable from the simplified
expressions. The first numerical column of Table 4 list the
experimental thermal expansivity coefficient1,2 at ambient
pressure and T ¼ 413 K, ao, to be compared with those com-
puted from eqs 9 and 6. For PS, ao regularly decreases with
increasing Mw–the tendency well reproduced by the com-
puted values.5 The mean average difference between the ex-
perimental data and those estimated by eqs 9 and 6 are
listed in the last two rows of Table 4 separately for PS and
PBE. Evidently, eq 9 very well approximates ao of linear
polymers, but not so of dendrimers. The values computed
from the simple eqs 5 or 6 approximate the experimental ao-
values of PS and PBE with a similar accuracy. For the PBE
the plot of ambient pressure ao resembles that of h in Fig-
ure 7. Plotting ao versus Mw shows that the overall tendency
for PS and PBED is similar—a decrease with increasing Mw.
However, G4 and G5-linear do not follow this dependence;
their experimental and computed ao-values are too high and
too low, respectively.
Hay et al.1 did not calculate the compressibility, but rather
its reciprocal bulk modulus, B ¼ 1/j ¼ Bo þ B1P. Thus, Ta-
ble 4 compares the experimental values of Bo and B1 coeffi-
cients cited by these authors with the results of eqs 10–14.
The last two rows list the mean-average differences, MAD,
between the experimental and predicted values of Bo and B1.
Generally, eq 11 performs slightly better than eq 12—Bo
approximation with MAD of 7–11% is acceptable, but that of
B1 is less successful: 22–31% for PS and 117–130% for PBE.
The source of this large difference is, on the one hand,
wrong assumption that the bulk modulus is a linear function
of pressure (e.g., see Fig. 10), and on the other the men-
tioned earlier different compressibility of dendrimers at low
and high pressure as compared to linear polymers.
Numerical differentiation of lnV (computed from eqs 2 and
3) leads to ~j ¼ ~jð~P; ~TÞ displayed in Figure 10 within the full
range of reduced variables.12 Only the 7th order polynomial
approximates the dependence with acceptable r  0.99999.
However, to check whether a low-level polynomial is applica-
ble at low pressures, viz. ~P  0:1, we examine the second
order polynomial based on eqs 10–12. The procedure was as
follows: First, the isothermal jT versus P data were fitted to
the second order polynomials:
jT ¼
X2
i¼0
aiP
i; where
a0 ¼ A0=P
; a1 ¼ A1=P
2; a2 ¼ A2=P
3
ai ¼ ci1 exp ci2Tf g ) Ai ¼ P
 iþ 1ð Þci1 exp T

i ci2
~T
 
(17)
Next, the ai coefficients were plotted versus T and fitted to
exponentials converting the ai to Ai coefficients. Finally, the
TABLE 4 Experimentala and Calculated Derivatives at T 5 413 K and P 5 0.10132 Mpa
Polymer
104 ao (1/K) Bo (1/GPa) B1
Expa Eq. 9 Eq. 6 Expa Eq. 11 Eq. 12 Exp.a Eq. 11 Eq. 12
PS-9 5.746 6 0.118 5.738 5.781 1.55 1.58 1.39 10.9 9.02 8.07
PS-34 5.524 6 0.123 5.519 5.664 1.57 1.71 1.45 11.1 9.15 8.58
PS-110 5.367 6 0.180 5.368 5.606 1.52 1.71 1.58 11.4 9.24 8.82
G3 5.813 6 0.162 6.033 5.713 1.98 2.27 1.58 20.3 8.84 8.99
G4 6.149 6 0.199 6.505 6.164 2.06 2.24 2.09 19.6 8.57 8.27
G5 5.528 6 0.087 5.837 5.524 2.22 2.35 2.08 18.0 8.96 7.79
G6 5.372 6 0.189 5.558 5.256 2.14 2.62 2.17 22.2 9.13 8.47
G5-Linear 5.331 6 0.286 5.088 4.805 2.31 2.70 2.41 17.3 9.42 8.78
MAD(PS) % – 0.08 2.45 – 7.06 7.86 – 21.8 31.2
MAD(PBE) % – 4.51 3.04 – 11.8 7.80 – 117 130
a The experimental values were taken from ref. 1.
TABLE 3 Experimental and Predicted by the S-S EOS Values of
the Thermal Expansion Coefficient for Dendrimers G3 and G6
P
(MPa)
104a(G3)
exp.
104a(G3)
calc.
104a(G6)
exp.
104a(G6)
calc.
0 – 5.849 – 5.365
20 5.578 5.567 5.095 5.100
40 5.311 5.310 4.876 4.886
60 5.066 5.080 4.708 4.694
80 4.854 4.874 4.546 4.519
100 4.678 4.688 4.398 4.361
120 4.524 4.519 4.276 4.215
140 4.374 4.364 4.121 4.089
160 4.245 4.222 3.958 3.956
180 4.116 4.091 3.771 3.804
200 4.005 3.969 3.594 3.632
The mean-average difference between experimental and computed val-
ues of a(G3) in the whole range of P is 0.35% and that of a(G6) is 0.61%.
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compressibility dependence (in reduced variables) was com-
puted as ~j ¼ ~jð~P; ~TÞ at ~T ¼ 0:038 and 0:0001  ~P  0:1,
using the scaling parameters from Tables 1 and 2, as well as
the eq 17 parameters from Table 5.
The computation indicates that within the narrow range of P
the second order polynomial in eq 17 provides acceptable level
of accuracy, as compared with the complete theoretical predic-
tion (within the full range of the independent variables the
approximated values deviated less than 9% from the theory).
Figure 11 displays the results for PBED with the theoretical
prediction for reference. There is good agreement between the
theory and experiment only for the linear PBE, G5-linear, while
the four PBED dendrimers strongly deviate from the theoreti-
cal curve; at low pressure they are more compressible than
theoretically predicted, whereas at high pressure they are less.
This behavior is especially large for G4 and G5.
DISCUSSION
The S-S theory has its roots in the Prigogine’s cell theory of
liquids with its square well potential and the corresponding
states principle (CSP). To that crystal-like structure, Simha and
Somcynsky introduced an optimum level of disorder as empty
cells or holes, h, which increase the system entropy.24 The
theory describes the equilibrium thermodynamic behavior
specifically of chain and monomeric, spherical molecules, the
latter particularly suitable for testing the CSP. Thus, this mean-
field theory assumes presence of randomly placed, intercon-
nected statistical segments in the partially filled lattice. The
free volume dependence on the number of empty cells is an
additive function of the ‘‘solid-like’’ and ‘‘gas-like’’ modes of
segmental motion. The configuration of the molecules is char-
acterized by two structural parameters, s and 3c. Furthermore,
as it can be deduced from eq 3, CSP requires that s is large and
the ratio 3c/s universal.7,8 In consequence, when comparing a
polymer PVT behavior with the S-S EOS the assumptions 3c/s
¼ 1 is most logical. Utracki5 showed that allowing 3c/s to
adopt other values may improve the fit, but it leads to unreal-
istic values of this structural quantity.
The aim of this article is not an analysis of the PVT behavior
of PBED per se, but rather an analysis how much an ‘‘equiva-
lent’’ mean-field model is capable predicting the observed
behavior, or more specifically, the article attempts answering
the three basic questions posed in Introduction. Thus, yet
again we test the limits of applicability of the S-S theory,
originally developed for a single component at the thermody-
namic equilibrium (viz. polymer melts, solvents, solutions or
miscible blends). Over the years, its applicability was
extended to immiscible binary or ternary systems containing
solid, liquid or gaseous dispersed phase.24–28 However, in all
these cases the matrix was composed of linear, entangled
polymers, which dominated the thermodynamic behavior. By
contrast, dendrimers constitute a new class of nonentangled
macromolecules with nonuniform segmental density, which
changes with the generation number. Application of the S-S
EOS implies that these macromolecules are treated as ‘‘equiv-
alent’’ linear system with the ‘‘equivalent’’ configurational
thermodynamic properties.
Re Question 1
To what extent can an ‘‘equivalent’’ linear system with the
identical configurational thermodynamic properties as the
dendrimer be conceived?
Comparison of data in Tables 1 and 2 shows that the S-S model
provides as good fit to the PVT data of poly(benzyl ethers),
PBE, as that of PS. Even in the worst case of G5-Linear, the three
statistical fit parameters are similar to these of PS-110.
In short, eqs 2 and 3 (with 3c/s ¼ 1) describe the V ¼ V(T,
P) surface of dendrimers as well as that of linear chain
macromolecules. Furthermore, good predictability of the EOS
extends to first derivatives, such as ao and jo, but the agree-
ment breaks down for higher derivatives. In contrast with
the S-S theory and behavior of linear polymers, the den-
drimers’ compressibility is higher than expected at low and
lower at high P. This behavior originates in the core-shell
distribution of segmental density, documented by other
measurements.2,3
Re Question 2
Can the characteristic segmental interaction parameters be
extracted from the experimental PVT data by the means of
the lattice-hole theory?
The L-J parameters, v* and e*, depend not only on the chemi-
cal nature of the polymer, but also on the molecular
TABLE 5 Calculation of Eq 17 coefficients at T 5 413 K and P 5 0.101 Mpa
POLYMER
a0 a1 a2
c01 10
3c02 r c11 10
3c12 r c21 10
3c22 r
PS-9 0.1107 4.227 0.997 0.1930 7.010 0.987 0.1430 9.752 0.988
PS-34 0.0989 4.471 0.999 0.1123 8.168 0.996 0.0592 11.616 0.982
PS-110 0.1061 4.311 0.996 0.1830 7.120 0.984 0.2330 8.715 0.969
G3 0.1266 3.408 0.971 0.6919 3.405 0.738 3.3742 2.015 0.370
G4 0.1494 3.083 0.958 0.7167 3.984 0.644 1.3038 5.923 0.540
G5 0.1516 2.985 0.999 0.6818 4.175 0.975 2.1218 4.778 0.967
G6 0.1602 2.554 0.809 0.9239 2.508 0.332 1.3475 4.335 0.312
G5-linear 0.1510 2.570 0.990 0.5036 3.740 0.966 0.0100 16.986 0.989
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configuration and mass. As shown in Figure 6, the depend-
ence of v* versus e* for PBED is similarly linear as that for
PS and eq 15. It is noteworthy that data for dendritic and
linear PBE fall on the same line, thus the difference between
PS and PBE is not related to the molecular architecture.
For low molecular weight paraffins as well as for polymer
melts Simha and his collaborators reported linear correlation
between v* and the van der Waals hard core volume, Vw.
29,30
From the segmental molar volumes31 we arrived at Vw, ¼ 62.8
and 61.5 for PS and PBED, respectively. Evidently, the ratio
Vw(PBED)/Vw(PS) ¼ 0.98, is not comparable with v*(PBED)/
v*(PS) ¼ 0.67 6 0.10. The question is why the repulsive vol-
ume of dendrimers is significantly smaller than that of PS?
This effect might originate in the presence of backbone oxy-
gen atom, responsible for high macromolecular chain mobil-
ity. It is noteworthy that the PBED ‘‘segment’’ occupies four
lattice cells not two as styrene, thus the van der Waals molar
volume per lattice cell is 15.4 and 26.4 for PBED and PS,
respectively. Thus, the ratio of the cell volumes, 0.58, is com-
parable to the quoted above ratio of repulsive cell volume,
v*(PBED)/v*(PS) ¼ 0.67 6 0.10. The proposition that oxygen
presence in the main chain reduces v* was examined by
plotting v* versus e*, for the 52 polymers evaluated by Rodg-
ers.11 While for many carbon-chain macromolecules the de-
pendence followed that for PS in Figure 6, the data points
for polymers with oxygen in the main chain, e.g., polyethyl-
ene glycol (PEG), bisphenol-A polycarbonate (PC), or poly-
ether-ether ketone (PEEK), show much lower v*-values, fall-
ing on a dependence close to that for PBED in Figure 6. The
fact that these polymers do not follow the PBED line may
indicate that the latter macromolecules with one oxygen
present in the backbone and another linking the terminal
benzyl group have still higher flexibility.
Thus, as far as the L-J parameters are concerned, the answer
to question 2 is affirmative—the computed values of the
two parameters are reasonable, considering the effect of oxy-
gen linkage in the main and side chain.
Re Question 3
How the free volume and derivative properties change with
the increasing generations?
It is normal that even if a function well describes the experi-
mental data, the derivatives may deviate. In the present case,
the S-S ‘‘equivalent’’ model for PBED very well describes the
PVT surface and the first derivatives at ambient pressure.
However, the experimental data for PBED deviate from the
theoretical prediction for higher derivatives, e.g., for the pres-
sure effect on j or B. As the magnitude of the free volume
fraction is the key for the liquid behavior, it is essential to
know how h varies in PBED.
As stated earlier, in the S-S theory the parameters s and c
define the macromolecular architecture. However, to pre-
serve the CSP and compare the PBED with PS the ‘‘equiva-
lent’’ configuration of dendritic and linear macromolecules is
assumed the same: lim
s!1
ð3c=sÞ ¼ 1, so the only distinction
between PBED and PS allowed by eqs 2–4 is in the L-J pa-
rameters, v* and e*. As the magnitude of the L-J attraction
energy and T* for these two polymers is similar, the main
difference between them originates in the relative magnitude
of v* or V*, reflected in the free volume quantity, h. Evi-
dently, the free volume controls the derivatives, a and j.
The function h ¼ h(P, T) was computed for three polymers
with similar molecular mass: PS-34, G5, and G5-linear at T ¼
345 and 395 K. For all three the isobaric hP versus T de-
pendence is linear:
hp ¼ ho þ h1T (18)
Table 6 lists values of ho and h1 parameters and the correlation
coefficient r at P ¼ 20–200 MPa. The dependencies are similar,
with larger pressure effect on PS-34 than that on PBE.
Figure 12 displays the computed values plotted as isother-
mal hT ¼ h(P). Now the different magnitude of h and that of
the P-effect on it for PBED and PS is evident. At the same T
and P, the largest free volume is in G5 and the smallest in
G5-linear. This result explains the experimental ~j ¼ ~jð~PÞ
dependencies in Figure 11 where the highest value of com-
pressibility is for the former and the lowest for the latter
polymer. Furthermore, the variation of h in both PBE resins
is smaller than that in PS-34. Accordingly, in Figure 11 at
high P the compressibility of PBE is smaller than that of PS-
34. The differences in the free volume content in these three
polymers most likely originate in the nonuniform segmental
density of dendrimers.32
In conclusion, the answer to question 3 is also affirma-
tive. The variability of h for PBED explains the observed
difference in j-behavior in comparison to the theoretical
prediction and experimental data for linear macro-
molecules.
TABLE 6 Temperature Dependence of the Isobaric Free Volume Parameter, h, for G5, G5-linear and PS-34
P (MPa)
G5 G5-linear PS-34
102ho 10
4h1 r () 10
2ho 10
4h1 r () 10
2ho 10
4h1 r ()
20 10.306 4.7472 0.99999 9.9010 4.2070 0.99999 10.022 4.4459 0.99999
50 9.8929 4.4924 0.99999 9.5282 3.9856 0.99999 9.4963 4.1212 0.99999
100 9.3456 4.1410 0.99999 9.0135 3.6745 0.99999 8.8299 3.6960 0.99999
150 8.9125 3.8542 0.99999 8.5874 3.4156 0.99998 8.3134 3.3641 0.99999
200 8.5526 3.6130 0.99999 8.2194 3.1942 0.99998 7.8830 3.0928 0.99998
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Application of the S-S theory to dendrimers produced excel-
lent description of the PVT surface and good prediction of
the first derivatives, the ambient pressure thermal expansion
coefficient, ao, and compressibility coefficient, jo. The ability
of this simple cell-hole model to represent dendrimer behav-
ior is remarkable. Replacement of the dendritic structure by
‘‘equivalent’’ linear molecule suffices for correctly predicting
ambient compressibility and thermal expansion. However,
the model cannot mirror the different pressure effects on
the 3D dendritic macromolecules with variable (with dis-
tance from the core) segmental density, thus the computed
values of the second and higher derivatives [e.g., ð@j=@PÞT ]
significantly deviate from the theoretical predictions and
behavior of linear polymers.
The mathematical modeling of the dendrimer segmental den-
sity as a function of distance from the center of mass shows
at least one maximum.33 Consequently, if better prediction of
higher derivatives is required, the S-S theory with a binary
model of dendrimer molecules may be applied.
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